
This Class Is Not About The New 
iPhone!
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iPhone 14.   
Most of us do 
not have the  
new iPhone.

Let’s distinguish between 
the new iPhone 

and  
the new iOS!

We are discussing 
software not 
hardware. 

If you have an iPhone 
8 or newer…You can 

keep up with us



I Don’t Like Captchas!  Do You?
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Captcha is a program or system intended to distinguish 
human input from machine input! 

Computers can read, copy, make decisions, etc.  

At the moment computers can’t determine which of  
the nine images has a boat in it.  



You Can Turn Off Captcha When 
Going To A Web Site!
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Apple’s Info About Captcha Automatic Verification!
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Are You A Suddenlink 
Email User?
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Suddenlink is now Optimum! 

Your Suddenlink email address is not supported by Suddenlink. 

Optimum can use *****@suddenlink.net but if you have a problem 
you are on your own. 

You may want to switch while you can. 
****@icloud.com 

or as a second choice, 
*****@gmail.com

Get companies, 
friends, 

and family 
to start using 
a better and 

safer 
address.



Can I Afford To Block Unknown Callers?
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What would the 
advantage of  

using this setting? 

What would be 
the disadvantage?



I Wasn’t Fully Utilizing The Weather App!
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 It’s a 10 day forecast. 

You can use the interactive 
feature. 

Use your finger to move 
from day to day.

Click here to see 
the interactive features.

Click here to from  
one day to the next.



What Is Unique About New Wallpapers 
Shown Below?
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Why Does Tuesday Jan. 9th At 
9:41Show Up On My Devices.
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Why does Apple always show 9:41? 

The explanation was simple:  

That's the time in the morning 
 that Steve Jobs announced the very first iPhone in 2007. Around 42 minutes into his keynote 

address, he said, 

“Today Apple is going to reinvent the phone”!



Do You Want Your iPhone To Last 
Longer?
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Apple 
is 

environmentally 
conscious!



Two Things About Siri!
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She will now send a message automatically. 
You can now use the word, “Tell” to convey the message!



Does Apple Collect Your 
Information?
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You can delete  
your Siri history.



A Photo Deleted On One Device Will 
Be Deleted On All Devices That Are 
Signed Into Your iCloud Account!
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Apple will warn  
you!



iPhone & iPad 
Basics*

Dec. 6 & 13, 2022
Welcome
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*A class for all levels of understanding!



Call, Text, Email Me
Don’t Hesitate!!!!!!
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My web site is on the top of my business  

card.  Use the web address to see the  
slides that I present today!

*Call me anytime as long as you do 
not begin the conversation with, “I 

know this may be a dumb 
question…” 



My Slides Are Available.   Go to 
tommillermachelp.com and click on “Blog”.
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This is a learning class…somethings may be new to you.  
Learning (a foreign language) is not easy.

Look for “Blog”!

tommillermachelp.com

http://tommillermachelp.com


You can view previous 
presentations.

What Does My 
Website Look 

Like?
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tommillermachelp.com

We are not offering
pablum.  The

iPhone is a very
complex machine!

http://tommillermachelp.com


Yes! I Cringe!
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The bank won’t let me do online banking. 

It’s old but it does everything I need to do. 

There’s really nothing it!

I may not need 
the new iPhone! 

But it imperative 
that I get 

the new iOS 
update! 

Anytime the 
word  

“security” 
appears…



View A Negative!  
Almost!
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Open the camera app. 

With 3 fingers triple tap 
the screen. 

Choose invert. 

Hold negative in front 
of a white background.



 “This Is My iPhone!  

It’s 
The Best Device Of Its Kind 

On The Planet!
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Library & Rose Park Calendar For 
Dec. 2022!

Blue star 
Rose Park. 

Red star 
the library.

Blue star 
Rose Park. 

Red star 
the library.



True Or False
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My iPhone and iPad will automatically update 
to the latest iOS?

This is a trick question. 



Automatic 
Downloads and 

Installs!
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True Or False
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Apple can tell when there is something  
wrong with my iPhone or iPad?



True Or False
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Apple will call me when they discover  
something is wrong with my computer, iPhone and/or my iPad.



True Or False
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Apple will send personal emails to me.



True Or False
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Apple will help me recover my lost passwords.



True Or False
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Apple knows my passwords and regularly  
reads (and gets into my iCloud account) my data, 

checks my contacts and where I have been. 



True Or False
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Apple listens to my conversations with Siri. 



True Or False
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Apple listens to my conversations and can see what 
I am doing when I use FaceTime. 



True Or False
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Apple wants us to backup to iCloud  
so that they can share (sell) our  

information to third party developers!



True Or False
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Apple makes older devices to quit  
working so that you will have to  

purchase new ones. 



True Or False
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Apple is only interested in making money. 



True Or False
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Apple forces me to buy Apps from the App store!



True Or False
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Apple forces me to use Safari but at home I can use Chrome 
and Firefox on computer!



True Or False
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My iPhone and iPad can get a virus! 



True Or False
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I need to purchase antivirus  
software for my iPhone and iPad!



True Or False
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Apple does everything better than any other  
company!  (That has an app store or makes cellular 

devices!)



True Or False
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Apple does everything better than any other  
company!  (That has an app store or makes cellular 

devices!)

Sometimes 
Apple is ahead 

and sometimes NOT!


